Quick Reference Guide
Description

The FL320 is a aluminum lift for bariatric use with a weight capacity of 320 kg. It has electrical raising and lowering functions, base-width adjustment and
adjustable mast height in 3 positions. Armrests add reassurance and stability for the user when gait training, toileting etc. Equipped with 4” front wheels
and 5” lockable rear wheels, in addition to an easy access emergency stop button, the FL320 is an ideal floor lift for many types of lifting situations.
Part no:
FL320 kit North America: 71967-NA
FL320 kit Australia: 71967-AU
FL320 kit Great Britain: 71967-GB
FL320 kit Europe: 71967-EU
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Kit includes: Lift, hand control,
charger and 4-point hanger bar.
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Using the lift

Select and position sling around the
Attach the head sling loops to carry
patient according to sling instructions. bar first, than leg straps to leg hooks.
Use hand control to position carry bar
directly above the patient.

Raise the patient (up on hand control)
and as raises check to ensure straps
are firmly in place. Raise the patient
up until obstacles are clear, hold sling
and position/move patient as needed.

Lower patient (down on hand control)
until in desired position. Continue
to lower until all straps are slack to
remove .

IMPORTANT! This quick reference
guide does not replace the user
manual which can be downloaded
at www.humancaregroup.com
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